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Abstract
There is an increasing awareness amongst developing regions on the importance of localizing Internet traffic in the
quest for fast, affordable, and available Internet access. In this paper, we focus on Africa, where 37 IXPs are currently
interconnecting local ISPs, but mostly at the country level. An option to enrich connectivity on the continent and
incentivize content providers to establish presence in the region is to interconnect ISPs present at isolated IXPs by
creating a distributed IXP layout spanning the continent. The goal of this paper is to investigate whether such IXP
interconnection would be possible, and if successful, to estimate the best-case benefits that could be realized in terms of
traffic localization and performance. Our hope is that quantitatively demonstrating the benefits will provide incentives
for ISPs to intensify their peering relationships in the region. However, it is challenging to estimate this best-case
scenario, due to numerous economic, political, and geographical factors influencing the region. Towards this end, we
begin with a thorough analysis of the environment in Africa. We then investigate a naive approach to IXP interconnection,
which shows that a theoretically optimal solution would be infeasible in practice due to the prevailing socio-economic
conditions in the region. We therefore provide an innovative, realistic four-step interconnection scheme to achieve the
distributed IXP layout that considers and parameterizes external socio-economic factors using publicly available datasets.
We demonstrate that our constrained solution doubles the percentage of continental intra-African paths, reduces their
lengths, and drastically decreases the median of their RTTs as well as RTTs to ASes hosting the top 10 global and
top 10 regional Alexa websites. Our approach highlights how, given real-world constraints, a solution requires careful
considerations in order to be practically realizable.
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1. Introduction
The African continent, with a total of 1.2 billion inhabitants in its 54 countries, represents the next frontier
in terms of end-users that are not connected to the Internet [42, 50, 62] — per ITU stats, only 23% of its population
has access to the Internet as of June 2016 [48, 49]. The
African Internet ecosystem is experiencing classic “growing pains”: A few Internet Service Providers (ISPs) currently operate in each country, and in many countries
the ISP market is dominated by one or two large players. There are 37 local Internet eXchange Points (IXPs)
as of March 2016 [32, 97]. However, only 29 of the 58
countries in the region (including nearby islands such as
Sao Tome Principe, Mayotte, etc.) have at least one IXP,
and the average number of IXP members is 16. While
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local IXPs are being set up at a fast rate 1 and prior
studies have demonstrated the benefits that new IXPs can
bring [29, 30], some local ISPs are hesitant to peer at those
IXPs [43]. Adding to the difficulties, terrestrial fiber deployment remains fragmented [66, 91], since fewer technical and political hurdles make submarine fiber cheaper to
build than inland fiber [12, 95].
A major reason behind the stunted growth of the
African Internet ecosystem is that the region suffers from a
lack of local content [31, 52, 63]. Content is mostly served
from the United States (US) and Europe (EU), and even
the most popular regional websites are hosted abroad, as
investigated in [31]. Consequently, most local ISPs still
doubt the value of peering at local IXPs. Those that peer
locally are interconnected, but mostly at the country level.
In developing regions, it is essential to not only localize
traffic but also analyze existing infrastructures for opportunities to improve Internet services at an affordable cost
1 18 new IXPs were established in Africa from July 2014 to July
2015 [2, 72]
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the methodology followed in this work.

frastructure (§3). We, therefore, developed and evaluated
a framework, which considers and parameterizes all these
external factors using publicly available datasets (§5). Further, we used this framework to devise a constrained solution to IXP interconnection that aims to solve both the
issue of poor traffic localization and the issue of poor access to popular content.
Our approach to building the distributed IXP structure
consists of identifying secure local IXPs, selecting regional
IXP hubs, connecting those local IXPs and regional hubs
in a secure and economical manner, and finally, proposing strategic points where content providers could deploy
caches (§4), as shown in Figure 2. Our approach is novel in
the following respects: (i) we make design choices that ensure that the solution is realizable right away (§4), (ii) we
incorporate constraints that ensure that the solution is realizable under the present-day geographical, political, and
socio-economic realities of the African region (§5), (iii) we
focus on a solution that requires the minimum possible investment in infrastructure (§6), and (iv) we suggest three
options applicable within/across sub-regions, given the interests of the stakeholders, to realize the interconnection
scheme (§8.2.2).
We use extensive simulations with the open source
BGP routing solver C-BGP [79, 80, 81, 88, 64] to evaluate the proposed solution and to quantitatively demonstrate the benefits that would be realized at each step (§6).
Specifically, we show that the fraction of continental intraAfrican paths would double from 40% to 92%, the mode
of their lengths would decrease from 4 to 2, median RTTs
on such paths would be roughly cut in half, and RTTs to
the ASes of the top 10 global and top 10 regional Alexa2
websites would decrease of more than their third. We hope

[21, 42, 63]. An option that could be considered to enrich connectivity on the African continent and incentivize
content providers to establish a presence in the region is
to interconnect ISPs present at isolated IXPs by creating
a distributed IXP layout spanning the continent. We are
not the first to think about IXP interconnection as a way
to achieve these goals [26, 27, 68, 70, 92, 94]. However,
what is lacking is a concrete proposal for achieving IXP
interconnection and a quantitative estimation of potential
benefits from doing so. Our main goals in this work are to
estimate the outcomes of this interconnection in the best
possible scenario that can be realized. However, finding
the best interconnection scheme is not straightforward, as
this must be done considering all the economic, political,
and geographic factors influencing the region.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the methodology we
adopted to create the distributed IXP layout and quantitatively estimate its benefits. Similar to our previous studies [29, 30, 31], we have been working closely with local IXP
operators and networks in Africa. First, we thoroughly analyzed the situation by means of extensive discussions with
stakeholders and inspection of public datasets on the environment in Africa. Particularly for this paper, we conducted a survey of the 37 African IXP operators to get
their opinions on the feasibility of IXP interconnections
that we reported in §2.
We then explored two naive approaches to solving this
problem as a reference point for the rest of this paper.
They consist of interconnecting existing IXPs along the
shortest (and possibly cheapest) paths, thereby creating
a distributed IXP infrastructure spanning the continent.
However, the analysis of these solutions revealed that they
cannot be implemented due to external reasons such as political instability (including terrorist attacks, wars, riots,
rebellions, etc.), lack of fiber, or investments in telecom in-
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The platform www.alexa.com [7] is well-known for ranking exist-
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Figure 2: Overview of how we solved the problem (at step C of Figure 1): 4 steps of the proposed interconnection approach to build the
distributed IXP layout.

such results will encourage local operators to increase peering and content providers to establish a presence in the
region.
Our work makes the following scientific contributions:
First, we show how to account for socio-economic realities as constraints in the topology optimization process
and how to parameterize them using publicly available
data. Note, obtaining data from African institutions or
stakeholders on such key issues is difficult, since these
are often not collected locally or categorized as classified
information. Second, we present and evaluate a framework to build the distributed IXP infrastructure, ensuring that each step respects the practical constraints we
have added. For instance, we characterize country stability to guide fiber deployment and justify it with a sensitivity analysis. A direct consequence of the implementation
of this framework is that traffic between African countries, rather than traversing another continent, would be
routed within Africa following a previously identified country path, through an hierarchically organized IXP substrate. Further, we demonstrate the quantitative benefits
of the framework in terms of shorter AS paths, smaller
RTTs, and traffic localization that could be realized from
each step of the process, using data obtained from our previous measurements and extensive simulations in C-BGP.
As an incentive for operators hesitating to invest in the
region, we show with measurement data, simulations, and
analysis that IXP interconnection has the potential to increase peering density and provide better QoS for intraAfrican paths and for paths going from African ASes to
those hosting top global and regional content.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
§2, we perform a broad analysis of the region that consists
of related work and the results of our survey of local IXPs
operators. In §3, we inspect naive approaches to the distributed IXP problem and briefly expose the reasons why
they would not be feasible in practice. Next, we present
in §4 an overview of our solution, a first attempt to interconnect existing IXPs in Africa. In §5, we present an
overview of the data collection, the curation methodology,
and the parameterization of the model. We then flesh out,
in §6, each step of our approach and evaluate the benefits

as compared to the initial AS topology. We explore the
sensitivity of our framework to variations in parameterization in §7, before discussing in §8 the limitations of our
approach and its feasibility from a technical and political
perspective. Finally, we conclude and present directions
for future work in §9.
2. Broad analysis of the region
2.1. Background of the region
The 54 African countries can be classified into distinct
sub-regions (North, West, East, Central, or Southern) as
per the African Union [1, 3, 103]. Countries in the same
sub-regions often share history, culture (e.g., Southern,
North), official language (e.g., West, Central Africa), or
currency (e.g., Central and West Africa). The concept
of African sub-regions is important while planning infrastructure in the region. Since countries within a sub-region
already agree and cooperate 3 on various issues, this cooperation could be leveraged.
2.2. Related work on measuring performance on communications among local networks
Prior work has highlighted poor traffic localization and
poor access to content from Africa. Gupta et al. [43] reported that 66.8% of paths from their vantage points toward Google caches, both in Africa, leave the continent,
and often detour through Europe. Further studies underlined the reliance on ISPs based outside Africa for serving
intra-continental traffic [29, 30], and found much web content being served from the US and Europe [31]. Despite an
increase in the number of local IXPs and recognition of the
positive impact of new IXPs on AS path lengths and delays [29, 30], the level of peering among local ISPs remains
low due to the lack of participation at IXPs [51, 71]. To the
authors’ knowledge, there has been no previous research
on the African Internet ecosystem such as the longitudinal study we released in [30], which suggests that local
stakeholders intensify peering in the region.
3 The sub-regional cooperation is bound under the Regional Economic Communities (RECs) to which the sub-regions belong i.e
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), East
African Community (EAC), Southern African Development Community (SADC), etc. [3]

ing websites worldwide and by region (as content providers can offer
different services from a region to another).
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2.3. Related work on IXP interconnection
An IXP is a shared layer-2 switch fabric environment,
with three or more participants, where new participation
is not rigorously constrained, and over which the members
peer with each other, exchanging customer routes [19, 28].
Its main business model consists of operating and managing a physical infrastructure to support public and private
Internet interconnections [6]. Striking examples are those
of NetNod, AMS-IX, and LINX, the managed non-profit
IXPs, whose explicit mission is to work for “the good of
the Internet” and whose worldwide success in the global
IXP marketplace (as opposed to for-profit IXPs) is a result
of their governance structure [19].
Intensifying peering in the African region [30] could
be achieved by enabling ISPs present at any two isolated
local IXPs to peer. A possible way to achieve this is to
establish a link between the IXP infrastructures. We are
not the first to propose IXP interconnection as a possible
solution to the issues encountered by the African Internet.
Indeed, the International Development Research Centre
(IDRC) and the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) [47] showed in 2005 that establishing national and
regional IXPs in the region would lead to monetary and
bandwidth savings. They also stressed the need for an appropriate model of IXP interconnection. In 2006, while
the number of national IXPs in Africa was standing at 14,
Stucke emphasized the need for regional interconnection
and listed the necessary pre-conditions for a regional IXP
in [94]. In the same year, Pehrson et al. proposed [74] a
fiber deployment scheme to meet the dual needs of supporting both a research network and IXPs interconnection. Ten years later, however, the required terrestrial
fiber has not been established due to a host of economic
and political reasons [66, 91, 95]. East African IXP operators proposed [27] to set up the East African Internet
Exchange based on a full-mesh interconnection of all IXPs
located in their sub-region. Among their guidelines were
equal promotion of all IXPs and the absence of competition between IXPs and their members. In contrast, other
community developments [26, 68, 92] prefer regional carriers to facilitate cross-border interconnection and provide
transit between the various IXPs. But they did not define
how to realize it during their meetings.
Interconnecting IXPs is a contentious issue since there
are as many arguments for it as there are against it
[19, 33, 67]. There are clear reasons why interconnection
of IXPs has not gained traction in some cases where it
has been implemented: for instance, between LyonIX and
FranceIX, each member is limited to 100 Mbps on the interconnection link [33, 35]. Nipper [67] argues that an IXP
should not go beyond its diameter since carriers (who are
customers of IXPs) would lose revenue on local backhaul.
He also advised an IXP operator who runs several IXPs not
to interconnect them. However, Nipper also acknowledged
that interconnecting smaller IXPs can contribute to gain
more critical mass or better gravity. Fenioux [33] argues
that IXP interconnection has the advantage of increasing

the attractiveness of an IXP as it facilitates connection
of new members from each IXP. Indeed, IXP interconnection has, in the meantime, been achieved in some regions.
In France for example, Rezopole operates 2 IXPs (LyonIX and GrenoblIX) that are interconnected. Moreover,
these IXPs are interconnected to other IXPs in France or
abroad such as FranceIX, Equinix, NetIX, SFINX, fr-IX
(all in Paris, France), EuroGIX (in Strasbourg, France),
TouIX (Toulouse, France), CIXP (Geneva, Switzerland),
and Top-IX (Turin, Italy) [13, 19, 33, 41, 57, 67]. Other
examples are those of FranceIX, which deployed interconnections with not only the above listed IXPs, but also
LU-CIX in Luxemburg, enabling its members to peer with
theirs [35], as well as InterLAN (Bucharest, Roumania)
and BalkanIX (Sofia, Bulgaria) [19, 67].
2.4. Survey of African IXP operators
To understand the viewpoint of African IXP operators
about IXP interconnection, we conducted a survey of the
37 local IXP operators, receiving 22 responses. Six respondents (27%) are against the idea of interconnecting IXPs.
They are prevented by their current policy regime, or do
not believe that it will have positive impact.
12 of the 22 responding IXPs (55%) are in favor of
interconnecting IXPs. As an example, although the operator of an IXP in a nearby island thinks that its IXP
would interconnect to others, he specified that “by nature
of being located on an island, there are no other IXPs near
enough geographically for it to be practical to connect”.
Note that we propose a solution to this issue in §6.2.2. For
the operator of one East African IXP in this category, the
question is about the lack of a coherent interconnection
policy regime among the ISPs, the lack of incentives for
colocation services as well as the lack of incentives for local
content creation and consumption. According to this IXP,
a missing key enabler is that ISPs do not believe peering
and interconnection will have positive impacts. In developing our proposed framework for IXP interconnection,
we quantitatively show the benefits that can be achieved,
to raise awareness about the benefits of peering and IXP
interconnection. The said IXP operator further described
2 parameters as being essential to foster the development
of peering and interconnection in the region: these are (i)
the need of a program to interconnect ISPs operating in
Africa at a local and regional level; (ii) the need to boost
local content creation and consumption. We tackled the
first parameter by proposing the 3 first steps of our framework, while to the second one is dedicated its fourth step.
A second East African IXP was supportive of interconnection, even though they are aware of the arguments against
it from others.
Four of the 22 responding IXPs (18%) are hesitant and
unsure of the best way to proceed on IXP interconnection.
For instance, one of the IXPs in Central Africa replied that
it would be interested in interconnecting to other IXPs to
improve its customers interconnection options, but further
4

specified that such interconnection would result in significant administrative or financial overhead. Such a fear is
understandable: most local IXPs are non-profit entities
run by volunteers whose equipment is donated by Internet developmental organizations. Two IXPs hosted in a
country of the Eastern African sub-region described IXP
interconnection as a controversial topic, as carrying bits
over long distances is the business of IXPs participants
(i.e. carriers), and it can be dangerous for IXPs to compete
with them. The IXP operator also added that if there is
no market offering for transport between two IXPs, or the
price is very unreasonable, interconnecting the two IXPs
as a time-limited measure can be useful to bootstrap the
demand and competitive supply.
3. Naive approaches
Figure 3: Interconnecting IXPs in Africa along the minimum spanning tree would be infeasible due to “unsecured” IXPs and the difficulty of fiber deployments along some links; 32.4% of IXPs are in
unsecured countries.

One way to think about the problem of interconnecting
IXPs is as a minimum spanning tree problem, which may
be tempting to approach using standard graph algorithms.
We first present an approach in which we find the minimum spanning tree connecting all local IXPs. Let G(V, E)
be a graph in which each vertex in V corresponds to an
IXP and each link in E, an interconnection between two
IXPs. The weight of a link in E is defined as the distance
between the two cities hosting the IXPs. Since optical fiber
is generally deployed along the roadways or railways [25],
we use the Google maps Distance Matrix API [39, 40] to
compute the distance of the path between two cities along
the shortest roadway that stays on the continent. When
there is no path, we evaluate the distance as the crow flies
between those two cities, by computing the great-circle distance between the GPS coordinates of the center of each
city. We then applied the Kruskal algorithm to the resulting graph G to find the minimum spanning tree.
Next, we manually overlay the spanning tree solution produced by the Kruskal algorithm with known fiber
maps [60, 66] to determine which physical links can be
used to establish the spanning tree. Figure 3 illustrates
the solution. It also shows the reasons why an “unconstrained” solution would be infeasible in practice. Vertices in red represent IXPs in “unsecured countries”, i.e.
countries that experienced political instability (e.g., Ivory
Coast, Egypt, Burkina Faso), rebellions (e.g., DR Congo,
Nigeria, Burundi), or terrorists attacks (e.g., Sudan, Nigeria) over the last 5 years [1, 18, 34, 98, 100, 101, 102].
32.4% of the IXPs are in such “unsecured countries”. It
may be difficult to deploy fiber connecting these IXPs or to
fix a fiber cut in those countries. In addition, if an IXP in
an unsecured country goes offline, the graph could be partitioned, leading to outages such as those that occurred in
Congo and Tchad in April 2016 [83, 84], or in Cameroon’s
English speaking areas from January to April 2017 [4, 20].
Six links depicted in red cannot be established because
one of the involved countries is unsecured. Five terrestrial links in orange could be used for interconnection, but

do not currently exist due to various economic and political reasons. For example, DR Congo and Congo do not
agree to let any fiber cross their common border; due to
regulatory disagreements, optical fiber deployed 5 years
ago through the Congo river to interconnect both countries has still not been switched on [85]. Four submarine
cables in orange would also need to be deployed – these
cables do not exist: none of the submarine cable landing
in both countries belongs to the same cable operator. In
contrast, green links currently exist and can be used; but
these account for only 75% of links.
We also investigate a variant of the above solution
where we compute, for each African sub-region, the minimum spanning tree connecting all IXPs within that subregion. We then link the spanning tree in each subregion to its 3 closest IXPs in different sub-regions, and
manually overlay the interconnection scheme with fiber
maps [60, 66]. We find that the result is quite similar
to Figure 3 with the main difference being that Central
Africa now plays the role of a hub. Still, many of the
links within sub-regions cannot be established. In Central
Africa, we end up with not only the problematic physical
link between DR Congo and Congo, but also a terrestrial
fiber between Kinshasa (DR Congo) and Bujumbura (Burundi). Pehrson et al. [74] showed, a decade ago, that the
best way to connect the East to the West of Africa is to
cross DR Congo with two optical fibers (in the North and
the South). However, none of these links have been established until now, mainly because of insecurity in DR
Congo and at its border with Rwanda [1, 18, 34].
In summary, we attempted to use standard graph algorithms to find an optimal way to interconnect all IXPs
of the region. On inspecting the resulting solutions we
find that they are unlikely to be realizable in practice.
This analysis motivates the need to create realistic solu5

tions that account for socio-political and economic factors,
which influence topology design in the region.

tent with low latency and the best possible performance.
In this work, we use the term content providers to refer
to (web-based) service providers, which provide content
(text, videos, websites, etc.) to end-users. We include
traditional content distribution networks (CDNs) such as
Akamai that serve third party content, as well as content providers such as Google and Netflix, which build and
operate their own extensive networks. Content providers
tend to deploy their cache servers within local ISPs, at IXP
infrastructures, or within their own network [36] to be as
close as possible to end-users. In step-4 of our proposed
solution (§6.5), we investigate the benefits that could be
achieved if content providers deploy their caches at the previously designated regional hubs, thereby allowing them to
reach a large set of connected ISPs. In this step, we then
order the regional hubs based on the number of end-users
that would be reachable from each of them if they were
used as locations for the content provider caches.

4. Overview of the approach
In this section, we present an overview of our fourstep approach to achieve IXP interconnection in Africa.
A key ingredient of this approach is that we incorporate
geographic, socio-political, and economic realities as constraints in each step of the solution. Further, we discuss
the feasibility of its implementation from both a technical
and a political perspective in §8.2.
Step-1: Connect each ISP not yet peering at any
existing IXP in Africa to a secure local IXP.
To protect their infrastructure investments from damage,
destruction, non-usage, etc., it makes sense for ISPs to
prefer peering at IXPs in secure countries, i.e., countries
free of conflicts, terrorist attacks, and political instability.
In the first step, we propose to connect each ISP to an IXP
in the closest secure and easily accessible country. Note,
this does not prevent an ISP from also peering at other
IXPs in the world. Historically, there has been a long delay
between an IXP setup in the region and wide participation
at that IXP; therefore, we focus on connecting ISPs to local
IXPs that are already established, rather than setting up
new IXPs altogether. For cost-effectiveness, we choose the
shortest interconnection paths using existing fiber where
possible. We present the details of the interconnection
from each ISP to its secure local IXP in §6.2.
Step-2: Select regional hubs per sub-region and
connect all local IXPs to the regional hub.
This step leverages the well-known effect that an IXP with
many members attracts new members [19, 22, 37]. In step2, we select one IXP in each sub-region as the regional IXP
hub. We then determine the best secure country path from
each IXP to its regional hub. When local IXPs are connected to the regional hub, their members are able to peer
with all ISPs reachable via the hub. This step incentivizes
IXPs in “unsecured ” countries to participate: (i) those
IXPs are included in the framework regardless of the lack
of security in their host countries, (ii) step-1 and step-2
are independent and run in parallel (i.e. step-2 proceeds
without depending on the outcome of step-1, as explained
in §6.3) to help avoiding negative consequences on IXPs
located in “unsecured ” countries.
Step-3: Connect regional hubs using the smallest
possible set of physical connections.
In step-3, we connect the regional hubs themselves, using
the smallest number of physical interconnections links as
possible. By doing so, we ensure that the solution can
be realized with minimum investment in additional infrastructure. We present the details of how to interconnect
regional hubs in §6.4.
Step-4: Incentivize regional and global content
providers to deploy caches at the regional hubs.
The final step consists of creating conditions for endusers in Africa to have access to local and global con-

5. Data collection
We first discuss how we obtain data to parameterize
external factors in our framework. After that, we describe
how we build the Internet AS-level topology used for simulating our proposed solution and analyzing the impact on
AS path lengths and RTTs.
5.1. Parameterizing geo-political and socio-economical
contexts
Matrix of the African continent’s geography:
We define Mgeo as a N × N matrix to represent whether
two countries are neighbors, where N is the number of
African countries (58 including all islands in the region).
For instance, if a country A has a neighbor B, the entries
A-B and B-A of Mgeo are set to 1. All the entries of Mgeo
for which one of the countries is an island are set to 0.
Matrix depicting the existence of IXPs: We define Mixp as a N ×1 matrix to quantify the number of IXPs
in a country. The value in the row of Mixp corresponding
to country c is the ratio of the number of IXPs hosted in
c to the total number of IXPs in Africa.
Matrix of submarine cable deployment between
African countries: We define Msf ib , a N × N matrix
to denote whether one or more submarine cable systems
belonging to the same operator land in a pair of countries. For example, the entry corresponding to the countries (Ghana, Ivory Coast) is 5, because 5 submarine cable
systems land in both countries: GLO1, MainOne, WACS,
SAT3, and ACE. The more common cable systems there
are for two countries, the cheaper it is to lease wavelengths
on them [95]. A country whose corresponding row in Msf ib
contains at least one value higher than 0 is either a costal
country or an island. We use this matrix to find the most
cost-effective secure country path between two countries
in §6.2.2.
Matrix of terrestrial fiber deployment within or
between countries: We define Mtf ib , a N × N matrix
6

that captures the presence of terrestrial fiber within or
between countries. Specifically, since terrestrial fiber is
often deployed along roads [25], we compute for a pair of
countries (A, B) the ratio of the length of fiber deployed
between the cities hosting IXPs in A and B to the total
distance of roadways linking those cities. We obtain these
values from [39], following the road along which fiber is
deployed [66, 91].
The diagonal elements of Mtf ib capture the density of
fiber deployment within the corresponding countries. To
assign values to the diagonal elements, we proceed as follows: the only available datasets of fiber maps per country [66, 91] show that South Africa (ZA) has the highest ratio total length of terrestrial fiber to total distance
of roadways. Still, fiber does not fully cover its roadway
infrastructure; we estimate the coverage in ZA to be approximately 0.75 (i.e. 75%), the higher bound of the density of fiber deployment in African countries. We then
assign to the remaining countries an estimated fraction
from among the values 0.125 (denoting a really low fiber
density), 0.25 (low fiber density), 0.5 (medium density),
0.75 (high density) depending on their respective deployment efforts [39, 66, 91]. We note that the relative values
of these matrix entries are more important than absolute
values. Moreover, the accuracy of these numbers may affect our simulation results only when Mtf ib is involved in
the selection of the best country path among two or more
secure country paths of the same length (cf. Algorithm 1).
We use Mtf ib to find the most cost-effective secure path
between two countries in §6.2.2.
Matrix of African security or political realities:
We define Mpol , a N × 1 matrix that identifies countries
that have experienced political issues, insecurity (wars,
terrorist attacks, riots, rebellions), and disputes with their
neighbors [1, 18, 34, 98, 100, 101, 102] during the last 5
years from 2016. The value for the row of Mpol corresponding to such countries is 1 and 0 for other countries. We
use Mpol to identify secure local IXPs and to determine
which cross-border fiber deployments are feasible in §6.2.
Matrix of African socio-economic conditions:
Investments in the telecommunications sector, and particularly in fiber deployments, depend on the environment set
up by governments, regulators, and stakeholders. To characterize this, we define Mse , a N × 1 matrix whose entries
are populated with the ratio Rse = IT /(IT + IX + IE ),
computed per country. In this formula, IT , IX , IE represent the funds invested over the last 5 years by each
country in the telecommunications, transport, and energy
sectors, respectively [99]. We use the sum of the Rse values of countries traversed by a candidate path as a metric
in the choice of the best secure country path in §6.2.2.
Further, we use Rse values in the five-year threshold sensitivity analysis (§7).

215,628 AS links and relationships among 53,537 ASes.
CAIDA produces this dataset after running the AS-rank
algorithm on BGP data from Routeviews and RIPE collectors, combined with traceroutes from Ark monitors toward
randomly selected IP addresses in each routed /24 [14].
RTT distribution between ASes: To evaluate the proposed solution in terms of the benefits it can provide w.r.t.
performance, we need to estimate the distribution of RTTs
on AS links. To this end, we attempt to approximate the
RTTs on AS-level links using multiple traceroute datasets.
We used the Ark traceroutes data for the first two weeks
of March 2016 [16]. This data contains traceroutes performed by 25 Ark probes (deployed worldwide) towards
randomly selected IP addresses per (v4/v6) IP range. We
also used the dataset collected in [30] composed, among
others, of full mesh paris-traceroutes [11] that we performed every week between all or subsets of 238 active
RIPE Atlas probes hosted in 136 African ASes in 35 countries from November 2014 to February 2015. To include
data depicting access to content, we considered the top
10 global and the top 10 regional Alexa websites [7]: we
added paris-traceroutes, previously collected in [31], performed during February - May 2015 from all RIPE Atlas
probes in Africa to the front-ends of those top regional and
global Alexa websites.
To estimate the delay on an AS link A-B, we computed
from all traceroutes outputs in which AS A is followed by
AS B, the RTT difference between the ingress point of AS
A and that of AS B. This process aims at including the
RTT to traverse AS A and reach AS B from AS A. While
it is not expected to give us precise RTT values, we obtain
several RTT samples for each AS link, which allows us
to approximate the mean RTT and distribution of RTTs
corresponding to that AS link. We termed this dataset the
AS link RTT dataset.
IXP Colocation data: We gathered African IXP colocation information (IXP member lists, peering and management prefixes, as well as member ASNs) from PeeringDB [56, 73], PCH [71], TeleGeography Internet Exchange Map [77], and African IXP websites. We then
asked local IXP operators to validate (§2) this dataset
(from January to March 2016) for completeness, before
using it in §6.
5.3. Geolocating ASes by country, by continent and
African ASes by sub-region
We collected IPv4 address allocation data from delegation files published by the five Regional Internet Registries
(RIRs) [5, 9, 10, 54, 86]. For each IPv4 address block,
we geolocated the IPs in the block using the Netacquity
Edge database [24]. We are well aware of the limitations
of existing geolocation databases [45, 75]; however in this
study we are interested in country-level accuracy, which
the Netacquity database can provide. The output of this
process is the number of IP addresses from a given address block that are geolocated to each country. Next, we

5.2. Collecting the Internet AS-level topology
AS relationship dataset: We used the CAIDA AS-level
topology snapshot from March 2016 [15], which contains
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obtained the AS advertising each allocated IP block using Team Cymru’s IP-to-ASN mapping service [96] as of
March 2016. For each AS, we thus obtained the number
of IP addresses advertised by that AS in each country. We
assume that an AS primarily operates (i.e., runs its business or is mostly present) in the country in which most
of its IPs are geolocated. In total, we geolocated 28,333
ASes — 876 ASes operating primarily in Africa, 10,898 in
Europe, 9965 in North America, 2281 in Asia, 3351 ASes
in South America, and 773 in Australia. We further classified ASes operating in Africa into the 5 sub-regions: 199
ASes in West Africa, 296 in Southern Africa, 66 in Central Africa, 83 in North Africa, and 232 in East Africa. In
this paper, we denote ASes that operate predominantly in
the region as African ASes, while those operating predominantly outside the region are denoted non-African ASes.
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Figure 4: Boxplot of the estimated mean RTT distribution on AS
paths at each step, depending on the type of path. The median and
interquartile range of RTTs on both intra-African paths and paths
towards ASes hosting popular content decrease progressively, as we
execute each of the steps.

5.4. Manual work vs. computational work in our data collection efforts

the resulting topology and quantitatively estimate the impact in terms of the following metrics: (i) fraction of continental paths, (ii) AS path lengths, and (iii) estimated
path RTTs. We perform this characterization separately
for intra-African paths, outside-African paths, and paths
going from African networks to networks hosting top Alexa
websites. Table 1 shows an overview of the metrics used
to characterize the initial topology and the result of each
step. Figure 4 shows the distribution of estimated path
RTTs for the initial topology and after each step. We will
refer to both Table 1 and Figure 4 throughout the remainder of the paper.

Collecting data that sheds light on the security situation prevalent in African countries, investments made by
countries in different sectors, and mapping logical links
to submarine cable maps involved some amount of manual effort, due to a lack of consolidated datasets that can
be queried to obtain this type of information in an automated manner. We believe that as the documentation and
access to existing datasets improves (for example, if those
datasets were indexed in a queryable database), some of
the required manual effort can be alleviated. Our results
in the subsequent sections (§6 and §7) demonstrate, however, that the manual effort we invest here can have a large
payoff in terms of the quality of the solution we obtain.
For some data such as IXP colocation, we combined
automated collection from public datasets with a survey
for completeness. In our survey, we asked African IXPs
operators to validate and complete if necessary the inferred
list of their IXP members obtained from publicly accessible
datasets such as PeeringDB [56, 73] or PCH [71]. All other
data collection tasks including collection of AS topology
and relationships, IP geolocation, AS path inference from
traceroute and inference of RTT distribution between ASes
are automated. Our datasets are freely accessible in the
technical report [32].
In summary, we first collected the data necessary to
picture the African Internet and simulate our proposed
approach. We then parameterized geographical, political,
and socio-economic contexts, geolocated ASes by country
and by continent, and geolocated African ASes by subregion.

6.1. Building the initial AS topology
6.1.1. Downscaling the collected AS topology
To simulate the effect of interconnecting IXPs and
adding peering links, we need a BGP solver, for which we
use C-BGP [81]. However, simulating the entire AS-level
Internet would be computationally infeasible, as C-BGP
quickly becomes memory-bound for large topologies. We
implemented the following procedure to scale down the
topology to a size suitable for simulation.
We start from every African AS (as defined in §5.3) and
traverse customer-provider links until we reach the clique
of tier-1 providers [14]. We retain every AS visited in this
manner as well as the peers of each visited AS. The retained topology contains ASes that predominantly operate
in Africa and other ASes traversed on paths within, from,
or towards the region, for a total of 1389 ASes and 10,756
AS links. We then add the prefixes advertised by these
ASes to a set P. Next, we use a list of the top 10 regional
and top 10 global Alexa websites as measured by Fanou
et al. [31], and obtain the ASes hosting those websites.
This gives us 104 ASes hosting popular content, which we
add to the subgraph. Note that 74% of those were already
present in our retained subgraph. We also add the prefixes
originated by these ASes to the set P. Finally, we need to
include prefixes originated by networks outside the previously extracted subgraph. To achieve this, we add to P all

6. Building and evaluating the distributed IXP
layout
In this section, we first construct and characterize our
view of the current African AS topology. We then build the
proposed solution step by step. At each stage, we evaluate
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Table 1: Overview of topology characterization from each step of the process. The column “Initial Stage” reflects the initial topology before
any optimizations. The number of continental AS paths, path lengths, and estimated path RTTs all improve progressively as we proceed
with the 4 steps. As for the section “Sensitivity Analysis”, the values in the column “Initial Stage” represent the percentage of the 113
initially available secure country paths from any country source to any country destination that need to be recomputed due to the change
of the five-year threshold. The values in the remaining columns represent the percentage of the selected best country paths affected by that
change. In the last row, we estimated the distance of terrestrial fiber to deploy per step and the corresponding costs. N/A stands for non
available.
Type of paths

Metrics

Initial
Stage

Step-1

Step-2

Step-3

Step-4

Intra-African AS paths

% of continental AS paths
% of intercontinental AS paths
% of AS paths with length ≤ 4
% of AS paths with length of 2
Mode
% of AS paths with mean RTT ≤ 100 ms
% of AS paths with maximum RTT ≤ 1000 ms
Median of mean RTTs (Quartile 2)
Interquartile range (Quartile 3 – Quartile 1)

40%
60%
56.9%
1.47%
4
37%
20%
144.1ms
162.1 ms

51.2%
48.8%
69.9%
9.17%
4
59.2%
47.4%
58.9 ms
147.3 ms

69.5%
30.5%
83.5%
24.8%
3
59.8%
47%
61.75 ms
115.9 ms

94%
6%
93.05%
74.5%
2
87.5%
100%
61.1 ms
63.2 ms

91.8%
8.2%
93.05%
74.5%
2
95.3%
100%
75.2 ms
32.1 ms

Paths from African ASes
to non-African ASes

% of AS paths with length ≤ 4
% of AS paths with length of 2
Mode

50.77%
0.7%
4

53.93%
1.53%
4

53.93%
1.53%
4

54.38%
2.08%
4

54.18%
2.08%
4

Paths from African ASes to African
ASes hosting popular content

% of AS paths with length ≤ 4
% of AS paths with length of 2
Mode

61.21%
2.71%
4

74.7%
11.1%
2

86.3%
31.6%
2

91.68%
73.5%
2

91.68%
73.5%
2

Paths from African ASes to nonAfrican ASes hosting popular
content

% of AS paths with length ≤ 4
% of AS paths with length of 2
Mode
% of AS paths with mean RTT ≤ 100 ms
% of AS paths with maximum RTT ≤ 1000 ms
Median of mean RTTs (Quartile 2)
Interquartile range (Quartile 3 – Quartile 1)

71.06%
2.56%
4
30.57%
22.82%
137.27 ms
162.1 ms

70.19%
2.89%
4
36.44%
22.81%
137.55 ms
150.2 ms

73.2%
3.8%
4
37.42%
23.03%
137.54 ms
148.72 ms

73.79%
4.79%
4
64.58%
60.83%
82.48 ms
103.1 ms

74.32%
6.62%
3-4
65.67%
87.5%
82.49 ms
103.1ms

Sensitivity Analysis (% best country paths affected by the change of
the “insecurity” threshold)

last year
last 3 years
last 10 years

4.42%
1.77%
4.42%

3.7%
3.7%
7%

6.9%
6.9%
6.9 %

0%
0%
33.3%

N/A
N/A
N/A

Estimation of minimum and maximum distances (km) for terrestrial
fiber deployement in a country/
lower and higher boundaries of total costs ($) needed at each step

Minimum distance of fiber needed in a country
Maximum distance of fiber needed in a country
Total distance of fiber to be deployed
Lower boundary of total costs needed
Higher boundary of total costs needed

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

173 km
3026 km
12,024 km
$73,4 million
$1,80 billion

72 km
72 km
72 km
$439,849
$11 million

0 km
0 km
0 km
$0
$0

0 km
0 km
0 km
$0
$0

the prefixes originated by the two ASes from each country, which originate the largest number of IPs geolocated
to that country. The set P thus contains 1725 prefixes.
Finally, we obtain the preferred path from each AS in
the retained topology to prefixes in P, by simulating in
C-BGP 4 the whole AS graph, which consists of 53,537
ASes, 215,628 AS links from the CAIDA AS relationship
dataset [15], and the set of prefixes from P. In our C-BGP
simulations, we model each AS as a single router, i.e., we
do not model the internal topology of ASes. We believe
that this is a reasonable simplification for the purposes of
this work. We represent an IXP by the set of peers and the
peering links found between them according to our data
as described in §5.2.

The BGP data from the JINX and KIXP Routeviews
collectors for the first 3 days of March 2016 contained
16,458,193 and 142,599 AS paths, respectively. After comparing both sets, we found 729 common paths for JINX
and 48 for KIXP. The fact that we only propagate the prefixes of African ASes in this simulation is the reason why
the number of simulated paths from JINX and KIXP is
small. 82% of the common AS paths have the same predicted length as the actual BGP paths collected from the
JINX Routeviews collector. For KIXP, 91% of paths are
of the same length. We refer the reader to our technical
report for more details [32].
6.1.3. Characterizing the initial topology
We define an intra-African path as an AS path, which
originates and terminates at African ASes 5 . An outsideAfrican path is a path from an African AS to a nonAfrican AS (cf. §5.3). Continental paths refer to AS paths
that only traverse African ASes, while intercontinental AS
paths are those, which traverse at least one non-African
AS.
In the initial topology, intra-African AS paths are composed of 60% intercontinental paths, of which 31% traverse
ASes predominantly operating in Europe (EU), 37% traverse ASes operating mostly in North America (NAm),
while 12% traverse both EU and North American ASes.
Figure 5 shows the path length distribution for both intraAfrican AS paths and outside-African AS paths. We find

6.1.2. Evaluating the predicted paths
As a sanity check, we then ensure that the C-BGP
solver produces reasonable path predictions, by comparing the AS paths produced from the simulation with BGP
data available in RouteViews. We first loaded the topology in C-BGP, but only propagated the prefixes of the
876 routers corresponding to ASes geolocated in Africa.
We then extracted from the simulated RIBs all 32,486
AS paths starting from AS30844 (Liquid Telecom, one of
the largest local networks that are connected to the JINX
RouteViews collector) and all 263 starting from AS4558
(known to host the KIXP Routeviews collector).
4 C-BGP [79, 80, 81, 88, 64] is an open source routing solver that
eases the investigation of changes in the routing or in the topology
of large networks.

5 African

ASes are those that predominantly operate in Africa, as
defined in §5.3
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(a) Distribution of AS path lengths for intra-African paths and for

(b) Distribution of AS path lengths for paths between African ASes

paths between African ASes and non-African ASes.

and ASes hosting popular content.

Figure 5: In the initial topology, paths length distributions for intra-African paths, paths from African ASes to non-African ASes, as well as
paths between African ASes to ASes hosting popular content. The path length distributions are similar in each case, with a mode of 4 AS
hops.
1

0.8

CDF

0.6
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secure countries, and (iii) generate the new AS-level topology (by adding to the initial topology new peering links
that can be established at this step) before simulating it
in C-BGP.

min RTTs (intra−African ASes)
max RTTs (intra−African ASes)
mean RTTs (intra−African ASes)
min RTTs (African ASes to non−
African ASes hosting popular content)
max RTTs (African ASes to non−
African ASes hosting popular content)
mean RTTs (African ASes to non−
African ASes hosting popular content)

6.2.1. Identifying secure IXPs and secure relationships between countries
We use the Mixp and Mpol matrices (§5.1) to construct
the matrix M̄ixp representing secure local IXPs. For any
country A, if Mpol [A] is 1 (labelled not secure), then we
set M̄ixp [A] to 0. Table 2 provides details about the 25 secure local IXPs in 18 secure countries covering four African
sub-regions: North Africa does not have any secure IXP.
We next use Mgeo and Mpol (§5.1) to construct the matrix M̄geo , representing relationships between two secure
countries: we discard all inbound relationships towards an
unsecured country, but keep outbound relationships from
unsecured countries, since ISPs in such countries need to
exit them to reach their closest secure IXPs.
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Figure 6: In the initial topology, CDF of the mean, minimum and
maximum RTT estimates on intra-African AS paths and paths from
African ASes to non-African ASes hosting popular content. The
CDFs for both types of paths have similar properties.

that the mode of path lengths is 4 in either case. 56.9%
of intra-African AS paths have a length of 4 or less. AS
paths used to access intercontinental ASes hosting popular content have similar properties. For every AS path,
we estimate the mean, minimum, and maximum RTTs on
that path by summing the mean, minimum, and maximum
RTTs for each AS link on the path, respectively. Figure 6 shows the distribution of minimum, mean, and maximum RTTs on intra-African AS paths and paths between
African ASes and intercontinental ASes hosting popular
content. We find that the distributions are similar in both
cases; for instance, 37% of intra-African AS pairs have a
mean RTT of 100 ms or less, while this is 30% for paths
to ASes hosting the top regional and global Alexa websites and operating outside Africa (popular content hosted
outside Africa).

6.2.2. Identifying the country path from an African AS to
its closest secure IXP
After identifying secure IXPs, we need to connect each
African AS to its closest secure IXP. Suppose an AS A
predominantly operates in country s. For this “source”
country s, we need to choose a “destination” country d
(hosting a secure IXP) for which (i) d is closest to s in
terms of country-level hops, (ii) there exists a secure country path from s to d, and (iii) that path would be the
most feasible to establish in terms of the real-world constraints specified by Msf ib , Mtf ib , and Mse (availability
of submarine cable, terrestrial fiber, and telecom investments by countries lying on the path, respectively). As
a design principle, we prefer paths via submarine cables
over terrestrial fiber: since there are fewer technical and
political hurdles to overcome, submarine cables are more
established and cheaper in the African region as compared
to terrestrial fiber [12, 60, 66, 90, 91, 95].
We start by applying on M̄geo the Breadth-First search
(BFS) algorithm to find all possible secure country paths
from a “source” country s to a “destination” country d.

6.2. Step-1: Connecting each African ISP to its closest
secure local IXP
The first step of our solution consists of connecting each
ISP not yet peering at any existing IXP in Africa to its
closest secure local IXP. For this purpose, we need to (i)
identify secure local IXPs using Mpol and Mixp , (ii) identify, using Mpol and Mgeo , the best path from each country
to the closest secure IXP such that the path only traverses
10

Table 2: List of (the 25) secure local IXPs in Africa with the number of members, classified by sub-region and country: the numbers
in bold were validated by the corresponding IXPs, as their operators
responded to our survey. Numbers in regular font were fetched from
the IXP websites but could not be validated. The remaining correspond to IXPs, which neither have a website, nor responded to our
survey. We thus collected, where possible, their number of ASNs
from public datasets other than the IXP websites, or estimated it to
the total number of ASNs operating in the IXP host country (numbers in italics).
African sub-region

Country

#IXPs

#Members ASNs

East Africa

Djibouti
Mauritius
Reunion
Tanzania
Congo
Angola
Botswana
Malawi
Mozambique
Namibia
South Africa

1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
6

Swaziland
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Benin
Gambia
Ghana
Liberia
18 countries

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
25 IXPs

5
12
16
33 - 6
8
11 - 6
12
14
11
5
56 - 37 - 17
141 - 83 - 29
7
12
8
5
14
17
5

Central Africa
Southern Africa

West Africa

Total

Algorithm 1: Identification of the best country path
from a country to the closest secured IXP
Data: Set P of all possible country paths p from a
given country c towards any reachable secure
country d, Msf ib , Mixp , Mtf ib , Mse
Result: Set P b of best paths from any country
towards its closest secure country
1 P b = {} /* Initialization of Pb
*/
/* Label as best any unique country path */
2 for c ∈ P.keys() do
3
if len(P[c]) = 1 then P b[c] = P [c]

4
5
6

7

8

9
10
11
12

We then use Algorithm 1, which we describe briefly in the
subsequent paragraphs, to select the best country path
s − d from among the available candidates.
For a “source” country s that is itself secure, the closest
secure “destination” country is obviously itself; for all such
countries, we trivially obtain the best country path. For s
having only a single secure path to d, we retain that path
s − d as best country path. These two cases accounted for
25 source countries. For each of the 33 remaining countries, either there is no path, or there are at least two
possible secure paths to destination countries. For 19 of
the said countries, multiple paths have the same length:
we, therefore, need a tie-breaker. Since our rationale for
breaking ties is based on the fact that submarine cables
are preferred to terrestrial cables, we first try to find the
best possible path via submarine cables.
To tie-break among paths of length l, we examine all
paths s − d that can be established using only submarine
cables. The following parameters are computed for each
P
such path: As =
(Msf ib [c]/|C|) and C = Mixp [d], where

13
14
15

16

17

18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25

c∈C

C is the set of countries lying on s − d. While As is a
measure of the total number of common submarine cable
operators to any two consecutive countries on the path, C
is a measure of the number of IXPs in d at which a network
could peer. If there is a country path of length l for which
As and C are both highest, we label that path s − d as the
best country path. Otherwise, we retain the path for which
As is highest. As an example, we prefer the country path
Togo - Ghana (via GLO1 or WACS submarine cables) over
the path Togo - Benin (via only GLO1). We also prefer
the path DR Congo to Angola (via WACS and ACE and

26
27
28

29

30

31
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/* Identify the best path for the rest
current country path len = 2
while current country path len < 58 do
for c ∈ P.keys() | c ∈
/ Pb.keys() do

*/

/* Can we use submarine cables ?
*/
As = {} /* Sum # of common types of
submarine cables per path
*/
C = {} /* Percentage of African IXPs
in destination country
*/
for p ∈ P[c] do
i=0
while i < len(p)-1 do
As [p]+= Msf ib [p[i], p[i + 1]]
i += 1
C[p] += Mixp [p[i]]
if A p | As [p] = arg max As (x) and C[p] =
arg max C(x) then P b[c] = p
else if A p | As [p] = arg max As (x) then
P b[c] = p
/* What about terrestrial fiber ? */
At = {} /* Ratios of terrestrial
cables deployment per path
*/
Bt = {} /* Investments in the
countries on each path
*/
C = {} /* Percentage of African IXPs
in destination country
*/
for p ∈ P[c] do
i=0
while i < len(p)-1 do
At [p]+= Mtf ib [p[i], p[i + 1]]
Bt [p]+= Mse [p[i]]
i += 1
Bt [p]+= Mse [p[i]]
C[p] += Mixp [p[i]]
if A p | At [p] = arg max At (x) and Bt [p] =
arg max Bt (x) and C[p] = arg max C(x)
then P b[c] = p
else if A p | At [p] = arg max At (x) and
Bt [p] = arg max Bt (x) then P b[c] = p
else if A p | At [p] = arg max At (x) and C[p]
= arg max C(x) then P b[c] = p
current country path len += 1

toward two IXPs) to the path DR Congo to Congo (via
only WACS and toward 1 IXP).
If there is no path of length l from s via submarine
cables, we then look for a path using terrestrial cables. The
following parameters are computed for each secure country
P
path originating from s: At =
(Mtf ib [c]/|C|), Bt =
c∈C
P
Rse , and C = Mixp [d], where C is the set of countries on
c∈C

the path s − d. At is a measure of the terrestrial fiber that
exists on the path, Bt is a measure of the investment in
telecoms for all countries on the path, and C is a measure
of the number of IXPs in d at which a network could peer.
If to a path of length l correspond the maximum values
of At , Bt , and C, we select that path as the best country
path 6 . These are, for instance, the cases of RwandaTanzania, Uganda-Tanzania (through terrestrial fiber and
toward two IXPs). Otherwise, if we find a path with the
maximum values for At and Bt , we select that path 7 .
Otherwise, if to a path correspond the maximum values
for At and C, we select that path 8 . As an example, the
country path Burkina Faso - Ghana is preferred to Burkina
Faso - Benin, because At is higher for the former and both
Benin and Ghana have one IXP.
If we cannot find a path of length l after these steps, we
repeat the process starting with submarine cable paths of
length l + 1. Exploring all country paths of length l before
moving to paths of length l + 1 aims at preferring paths
whose destination countries are close, rather than paths
traversing those countries to reach countries far away. As
a consequence, ISPs in 66.7% of unsecured countries have
their best paths destined to a neighboring country.
After the previous steps, we have assigned a best path
to 44 countries out of 58. The remainder corresponds to
islands without IXPs (e.g., Comoros, Saint Helena, Cape
Verde, etc.) or countries for which all neighbors are labelled unsecured (Libya, Egypt, etc.). For these, we identify the closest secure country hosting an IXP and sharing
submarine cables run by the same operator. For instance,
ISPs in Comoros need to connect to Mauritius via LION,
while those in Egypt connect to Djibouti via EASSY and
SEACOM. At the end of this step, all countries are assigned a best path, as depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Result of step-1, where each ISP connects to its closest
secure IXP.

to evaluate the best possible scenario that can be realized
and its impacts on AS path lengths and performance. In
§8.2 we discuss the inhererent complexities of peering economics, which may cause an ISP to prefer another country
path/IXP than the one proposed, or to connect to more
than one IXP, or to selectively peer with a subset of ISPs
present at an IXP.
We simulate peering at IXPs applying the customercone constraint based on the customer cone of each AS
from the March 2016 AS relationship data [15]. We add
56,863 peering links to the initial topology at the completion of step-1. The average number of members per IXP
doubles from 18 in the initial topology to 37 after step-1.
The biggest IXP that emerges is NAPAfrica Johannesburg
(JB) with 240 peers.
To estimate the RTTs on newly created interconnection
links, we first compute the geographic distance Ch (s, d) between the IXPs at which the interconnecting networks are
present. When the interconnection occurs via two or more
terrestrial fibers, we sum the distances of those fibers as
per [39]. When the interconnection occurs via one terrestrial and one submarine fiber, we sum the length of the terrestrial fiber with the distance as the crow flies between the
two cities connected via the submarine cable. Since light
travels about 1/3 slower through optical fiber than through
a vacuum [76, 82], the RT T (s, d) over the established link
h (s,d)
= 3∗Chc(s,d) ,
can be estimated as: RT T (s, d) = 2∗C2/3c
where Ch (s, d) is the distance (km) between the cities following roads/railways [39], and c the speed of light in vacuum. Finally, to connect an AS to a secure local IXP
located in the same country, we estimate the RTT on the
newly established links as the mean of all RTTs among
ASes operating in that country.

6.2.3. Connecting ISPs to their closest secure IXPs
We next simulate ASes peering at their closest secure
local IXP. We assume that an AS only peers with networks that are not in its customer cone [23, 69], as it has
no incentive to peer with networks it can reach via customer links. This consideration is consistent with our goal
6 preference for country paths with considerable terrestrial fiber
deployment, larger investments in telecoms, and more diversity in
IXPs at the destination
7 preference for country paths with considerable terrestrial fiber
deployment and characterized by larger investments in telecoms
8 preference for country paths with terrestrial fiber deployment
and more diversity in IXPs at the destination

6.2.4. Characterizing the resulting topology
To simulate the effect of step-1, we propagate the 1725
prefixes in C-BGP on a topology where all the new peering
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Figure 8: After step-1, paths length distributions for intra-African paths, for paths between African ASes and non-African ASes, as well as
for paths between African ASes and ASes hosting popular content. While the mode of the path length distribution is still 4, the fraction of
paths with length 4 or fewer is higher than in the initital topology.

The median of mean RTTs values remains steady: 137.5
ms with an interquartile range of 150.2 ms. The number
of AS paths of length 2, from all African ASes to those
hosting popular content triples as compared to the initial
stage.
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6.3. Step-2: selecting regional IXP hubs
In step-2 of our proposed approach, we select a regional
hub from among the secure IXPs in each sub-region. Recall that a high-level objective of our optimization is that it
should be realizable at the present time. Consequently, we
would like step-2 to proceed without depending on the outcome of step-1. We, therefore, select as the regional hub,
the secure IXP of a sub-region, which currently has the
most member ASes. From Table 2, the regional IXP hubs
are TIX in Tanzania (33 members) for East Africa, CGIX
in Congo (8) for Central Africa, NAPAfrica JB in South
Africa (141) for Southern Africa, and GIXA in Ghana (17)
for West Africa.
Next, we need to connect each of the 33 remaining
local IXPs 9 to its regional hub. This involves finding the
best secure path from the country of the local IXP to that
of the regional hub. Towards this end, we only consider
the secure paths s − d (computed as in §6.2.2) going from
any “source” country s hosting a local IXP, towards the
destination country d that hosts the regional hub. Again,
we tie-break among paths of the same length according
to Algorithm 1, using parameters As , At , Bs , Bt , C, and
preferring submarine cables over inland fiber. This gives
us the best path for 26 of the 33 IXPs.
The remaining IXPs can be classified into 3 categories:
First, among IXPs in North Africa such as CAIX (Egypt),
RIMIX (Mauritania), TUNIXP (Tunisia), and SIXP (Sudan), no secure local IXP was found, hence no regional
hub could be selected. We connect such IXPs to those in
their best destination country as per step-1 (§6.2). Second,
we found KINIX (DR Congo) to have no secure path to
its regional hub: again, we use the best country path from
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Figure 9: After step-1, CDF of the mean, minimum, and maximum
RTT estimates on intra-African AS paths and paths from African
ASes to non-African ASes hosting popular content. The median of
mean RTTs for intra-African paths decreases from 144 ms in the
initial topology to 59 ms after step-1.

links have been established as described in §6.2.3. Compared to the initial stage, the percentage of continental
intra-African paths increases from 40% to 51.2%. Still,
26% of the intercontinental intra-African paths traverse
ASes operating predominantly in EU, 31% traverse ASes
in North America, and 9.75% traverse ASes operating predominantly in both regions.
Figure 8(a) shows that the mode of intra-African AS
paths lengths is still 4. The percentage of such paths having a length of 4 or fewer increases from 56.9% to 69.9%,
however. Similarly, Figure 9 shows that the percentage of
intra-African AS pairs with a mean RTT of 100 ms or less
has increased from 37% to 59.2%. The metric median of
mean RTTs refers to the median of the estimated mean
RTTs across all paths of a certain type (intra-African or
outside-African path). Interestingly, the median of mean
RTTs for intra-African paths has declined from 144.1 ms
(with an interquartile range of 162.1 ms) in the initial
topology to 58.92 ms (with an interquartile range of 147.3
ms) after step-1, as shown in Figures 4 and 9.
Unsurprisingly, we observe no change in the distribution of AS path lengths or RTTs for paths between African
ASes and non-African ASes. Indeed, since step-1 increases
peering among African networks, which are often leaves of
the topology, we did not expect those metrics to improve.

9 37

13

African IXPs minus the 4 regional hubs

Figure 11: Result of step-3, where regional IXPs are interconnected
with a minimum number of links.

Figure 10: Result of step-2, where each IXP connects to the regional
hub selected among the secure IXPs of each region.

the best country path as in §6.2. In this case, however,
instead of using the full M̄ixp matrix as input, we use a
sub-matrix of M̄ixp composed of the rows and columns
corresponding to GH, ZA, TZ, and CG. The country-path
algorithm gives us the set of physical links that could be
used to establish connections between the regional hubs.
TZ and ZA appear as the closest secure countries for each
other, and the preferred link between them is an existing
terrestrial fiber passing through Mozambique, although using a link via EASSY or SEACOM submarine cable is also
possible. Meanwhile, the preferred link from ZA to GH is
either the submarine cable SAT3 or the submarine cable
ACE. No terrestrial fiber is found in this case (ZA – GH)
since Nigeria, labeled as unsecured country, cannot be traversed. Finally, we find a link from CG to GH (via WACS).
Further, there is no link of any type from CG to ZA or TZ,
making any attempt to interconnect all regional hubs with
a full-mesh practically impossible: DR Congo, labeled as
unsecured, cannot be traversed by the terrestrial fiber and
no functional submarine cable lands in both ZA and CG.
Given that a full-mesh of links between the regional hubs
would be practically impossible, we choose instead to find
the smallest set of links that could be used to interconnect
all IXPs.

step-1. Finally, we connected IXPs located on islands, such
as Mauritius-IX (Mauritius) and Renater-IX (Reunion) to
their closest regional hub (TIX) via submarine cables. The
results are shown in Figure 10.
At the end of step-2, the average number of IXP members in Africa increases from 37 to 50, when compared
to step-1. The biggest IXPs are now NAPAfrica JB (382
peers), TIX (334 peers), and GIXA (239 peers), each having at least twice the number of their peers after step-1.
6.3.1. Characterizing the topology after step-2
In step-2, we add 89,709 peering links to the topology out of 110,416 possible links (81%). This makes the
percentage of continental intra-African AS paths increase
from 51.2% to 69.5%. After this step, the AS path length
distribution of such AS paths has a mode of 3. Moreover,
83.5% of the continental intra-African AS paths have a
length of 4 or less. The percentage of continental intraAfrican paths having a length of 2 increases from 9.2% to
24.8%. The median of the mean RTT values is slightly
higher (61.75 ms) than that of step-1 with an interquartile range of 115.9 ms, reduced of 31 ms. In addition, AS
paths to African ASes hosting popular content see an improvement: the mode of their length is now 2, and 86% of
these paths have a length below 5 (see Table 1). AS paths
towards non-African ASes, however, still have a mode of 4.
Meanwhile, AS paths for accessing any of the non-African
ASes hosting popular content, towards which users are often redirected [31], have kept the same distribution as the
initial stage.

6.4.1. Choosing the smallest set of physical links
To select from among the possible physical links that
can be set up to link the regional hubs, we use a greedy
approach. At each iteration, we connect the pair of regional hubs, which would result in the largest number of
potential new peering links. We repeat this process until
all regional hubs are interconnected.
Figure 11 summarizes the results. We find that 3 links
are needed: the link between NAPAfrica JB to TIX via
Mozambique (with only 72 km of terrestrial fiber to be
deployed), the link between NAPAfrica JB and GIX via
SAT3 or ACE, and the link between GIX and CGIX via

6.4. Step-3: interconnecting regional IXP hubs
After step-2, we are left with 4 regional IXP hubs:
NAPAfrica JB, TIX, GIXA, and CGIX located in South
Africa (ZA), Tanzania (TZ), Ghana (GH), and Congo
(CG), respectively. Since the next step is to interconnect
these hubs, we leverage, once again, Algorithm 1 to find
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Figure 12: After step-3, paths length distributions for intra-African paths, paths from African ASes to non-African ASes, as well as for paths
between African ASes to ASes hosting popular content. The mode of intra-African AS path lengths is now 2; 74.5% intra-African paths have
a length of 2. AS paths between African ASes and African ASes hosting popular content also have a mode of 2.

WACS. If these links were established, 299,740 (64% of
possible) new peering links would be added to the topology. The distributed IXP thus created would have in total
964 unique members.
A natural question that may arise is which entities may
have the incentive and the capability to provide links between regional hubs? This is a complex issue that involves
not only economics but also the business interests and
strategies of various stakeholders. We discuss the issue
in depth in §8.2.2.

using its back-end servers to efficiently ensure the distribution of content within its infrastructure, and its front-end
servers to handle user-server communications. This infrastructure replicates content at multiple locations across the
Internet [93]. While content providers can vary in their
technical operation (e.g., whether they operate their own
backbone network or not), we leverage the fact that all content providers would be interested in establishing a presence (either deploying caches or peering infrastructure) at
a few locations that can have the most impact in terms of
performance. The regional hubs selected in step-2, which
later constitute the core of the distributed IXP framework,
serve as natural points where content providers could establish a presence to serve end-users of each African subregion with their content popular in each of them.
In step-4, we evaluate the outcomes in terms of AS path
length, end-to-end delay, and number of end-users whose
performance may be improved, if ASes hosting the top
global and regional 10 Alexa websites [7] mapped in [31]
were to peer with networks present at the 4 regional hubs.
Note here that we simulate a specific mode of operation
wherein the content provider network peers with other networks present at the IXP. We find that this peering would
create 12,339 (85.33%) new links, out of the possible 14,460
peering links, since some of them already exist. The properties of the resulting topology are similar to those after
step-3. Most noticeably, 95.3% of intra-African AS pairs
now have a mean RTT of 100 ms or less as compared to
87.5% for step-3. The median of mean RTTs on intraAfrican paths increases from 61.1 ms to 75.2 ms with a
halved interquartile range (32.15 ms), as shown in Table 1. Meanwhile, the median of RTTs from African ISPs
to popular content hosted outside Africa stays at 82.5 ms
(Figure 4). These similarities are expected, as adding the
presence of content providers at strategic locations does
not significantly change the properties of the macroscopic
topology, but instead influences the performance of paths
used to access their content.

6.4.2. Characterizing the topology after step-3
After step-3, we find that 94% of the intra-African
paths are now continental paths. The remainder traverse
ASes that predominantly operate in another continent: 5%
traverse ASes predominantly in EU, 1.6% traverse ASes in
North America, and 0.6% traverse ASes in both regions.
In terms of AS path lengths (Figure 12), we find that this
step changes the mode of the intra-African path length
distribution to 2. In fact, 74.5% of intra-African paths
have a length of 2. Further, AS paths between African
ASes and African ASes hosting popular content also have
a mode of 2. But the distribution of AS paths from African
networks to non-African ASes remains unchanged. Specifically for AS paths going from African ASes to non-African
ASes hosting popular content, the mean RTT values have,
however, decreased to a median of 82.48 ms with an interquartile range of 103.1 ms, as compared to 137.54 ms
with an interquartile range of 103.1 ms for step-2. 64.6% of
the AS paths for accessing content hosted in non-African
ASes now experience a mean RTT of 100 ms or less (Table
1).
6.5. Step-4: Incentivizing regional and global content
providers to deploy caches at the regional IXP hubs
The previous steps produce a hierarchy in the African
IXP substrate: ISPs – local IXPs – regional IXPs. To
trigger the interests of content providers (as defined in §4)
to contribute to its realization, we aim at emphasizing in
this section what they might gain from participating in it.
A typical content provider controls a hierarchy of servers,

10 Content providers can offer different services from one region to
another.
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“insecurity” threshold to determine whether a different
value of this threshold qualitatively changes our results.
It turns out that while the number of unsecured countries
is 23 for the last 5 years, it is 20 for the last one year
or the last 3 years, and 27 for the last 10 years. Despite
this difference, the list of secure local IXPs does not vary.
Moreover, the regional hubs (selected at step-2 §6.3) remain identical for any of these thresholds. However, the
number of secure country paths initially available at each
step, and hence the best country paths selected for the
interconnection links may also change if a threshold different from the five-year period were preferred. We evaluate,
per step, the percentage of secure paths that would be
affected and summarize the results in Table 1. We find
that choosing a threshold of one year or three years has
a small impact: at most 6.9% of the selected best country paths are different. For the ten-year period, however,
this percentage reaches 33.3% for step-3, because an unsecured country is now traversed by one of the three country
paths selected to interconnect the regional hubs. Interestingly, whenever the country path previously selected for
a five-year period threshold now traverses an “unsecured”
country, Algorithm 1 ensures that an alternative path is
selected.
We also use a five-year period for computing per country the ratios Rse with which we populate the matrix Mse
(§5.1). To evaluate how varying the threshold would affect our results, we compute Mse for a one-year, threeyear, and ten-year period. We then quantify the correlation between their respective values Rse and the values
Rse registered for the five-year period. We found the
correlation coefficient r to be 0.9721 for (Mse (5years),
Mse (1year)), 0.9795 for (Mse (5years), Mse (3years)), and
0.8692 for (Mse (5years), Mse (10years)). Figure 14 shows
these correlations, in terms of the strength and direction
of the relationship. This analysis shows that selecting a
threshold different from the five-year period used in this
paper to compute the values Rse , will not qualitatively
change our results. In other words, choices operated with
Mse (5years) will not differ significantly from those with
Mse (1year), Mse (3years), or Mse (10years).

Figure 13: Result of step-4, where we suggest an order of content
providers’ caches deployment within the infrastructures of the strategic points represented by regional IXPs.

While establishing content providers’ presence at all
regional hubs will have the most impact, the cost of doing
so at each regional hub may be prohibitive. We, therefore, suggest an order of deployment by estimating the
number of end-users (as a percentage of the Internet population in the region) that are reachable from each regional hub. To determine the size of the user population
in Africa, we consider all ASes operating in the region
and sum their estimated number of users, as per the APNIC labs measurement project [8]; we obtain an estimated
total of 331,428,949 end-users in Africa. We then consider each of the regional hubs from step-2, and compute
the total number of end-users reachable from that hub by
adding the estimated user base of each AS connected to
that hub. With 334 peers after step-2, TIX serves an estimated 132,571,579 end-users corresponding to 40% of the
end-user population in Africa. GIXA (239 peers) corresponds to 39%, NAPAfrica JB (382 peers) corresponds to
16%, and CGIX (43 peers) to 3.17%. Interestingly, while
NAPAfrica JB has the largest number of peers among the
regional hubs, it is third in terms of the number of endusers served. Thus, we suggest that to incrementally establish presence at the regional hubs, content providers
should proceed in the order TIX, GIXA, NAPAfrica JB,
and finally CGIX to have the largest impact (Figure 13).

8. Discussions
8.1. Limitations of the current approach
We discuss in this section the limitations of our work.
First, we acknowledge that socio-economic conditions are
quite unstable and constantly evolve. While we showed
with our sensitivity analysis that our results are robust to
changes in these parameters over a few years, we recognize
that this analysis needs to be repeated periodically with
fresh data in order to accurately reflect real conditions.
Second, we recognize that accounting for socio-economic
and political factors is complex, and there are many factors beyond the ones we considered in this paper (§5.1)
that could affect the realization of the distributed infrastructure we propose. Nonetheless, this paper was a first

7. Sensitivity analysis
An important consideration that drives the construction of the distributed IXP layout proposed in this paper
is the notion that a country is labelled “secure” or “unsecured” due to geo-political factors: in §5.1 we chose a
period of 5 years without conflicts, riots, rebellions, or
security issues to decide whether or not a country is “unsecured ”. Given that this parameter can impact the resulting topology, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the
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Figure 14: Sensitivity analysis: Correlation between Ratios Rse of the matrix Mse evaluated for different thresholds is found to be 0.9721
for (Mse (5years), Mse (1year)), 0.9795 for (Mse (5years), Mse (3years)), and 0.8692 for the pair (Mse (5years), Mse (10years)).

attempt to incorporate such factors into a distributed infrastructure design. Future work may identify further factors, which must be accounted for in order to reach a practical solution. Our framework allows additional factors to
be plugged in as long as they can be parameterized from
publicly available datasets. Third, we modeled each AS as
a single router in our simulations and did not consider the
internal topology of ASes, since the micro-factors that influence intradomain topology and routing are not the focus
of this paper. We are instead interested in showing how
increasing peering facilitated by our framework will impact the macroscopic properties of the topology (AS path
lengths) and performance (distribution of the estimated
RTT among ASes). We kept this focus while designing
our C-BGP model in order not to deviate from our primary
goal. Finally, we did not include traffic data in our model,
due to the lack of publicly available datasets about interdomain traffic patterns. However, our topology design and
simulation framework does not preclude using traffic data
if it becomes available in the future; in fact, the availability of traffic data would allow us to quantify the benefits
of the distributed IXP layout in terms of the amount of
traffic that would be routed over shorter paths or with
smaller RTTs. All these leave room for possible improvements if additional datasets and inputs become available
in the future.

demonstrate the benefits of IXP interconnection. In the
real-world where business aspects, costs, and competition
determine peering decisions, the number of peering links
added at each step will likely be less than what we estimate.
Further, we emphasize that there are certain preconditions for our approach to be successful: ISPs in Africa
need to be more open to participation at IXPs and interconnection with other local networks. Second, countries should encourage cross-border fiber deployment to
enable the growth of the Internet ecosystem in the region.
The quantitative framework we have developed can play
a role here; specifically, demonstrating the impact that
IXP interconnection could have on performance can be
the biggest incentive for ISPs to join IXPs, for countries
to invest in fiber crossing their borders, and for content
providers to establish a presence in the region.
8.2.2. Suggested options for the feasibility of IXP interconnection
After discussing with local IXPs operators and stakeholders, we suggest the following options to build the proposed distributed IXP layout and achieve the ultimate goal
of intensifying peering in the region. These alternatives
involve different entities that are responsible for moving
packets between IXPs. The options can possibly be combined, wherever needed (within and across sub-regions),
given the interests of the IXP members.

8.2. Feasibility of this approach from a technical and political perspective
8.2.1. Peering economics
In designing the distributed IXP layout, we did not at
any stage suggest that ISPs present at an IXP should be
regulated or mandated to interconnect with other ISPs;
we are well aware that past examples of mandated peering
have resulted in failure and have been abandoned in favour
of a more market-driven approach. We instead assumed
that two ISPs peer if one is not in the customer cone of
the other. We recognize that there are numerous economic
considerations beyond the customer-cone rule that impact
real-world peering economics. Our goal was to investigate
a best-case, yet realistic scenario, so as to quantitatively

1. First, an ISP carrier present at most local IXPs of
a sub-region and at the regional hub could provide
transport from local IXPs to the regional hub [17,
46]. Similarly, an ISP carrier can also provide transport between two regional hubs. Examples include
Liquid Telecom [55], SEACOM [87], and MainOne
[61] that have already built their own optical fiber
network.
2. The set of ISPs that participate in the interconnection framework at each IXP could collectively lease
wavelengths on dark fiber that already exists, and
share the costs.
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3. A regional carrier, both IXPs together, or a content
provider with interests in the region (e.g. Google)
could also invest in facilitating the interconnection.
In this third category can be classified Google’s effort
for the last mile internet connectivity problem [38,
78].

could be progressively integrated as well.
9. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes a solution to the need for the
African region to better localize its Internet traffic for offering affordable and better performing Internet access to
end-users. As shown in previous studies [29, 30, 31, 43, 51],
the African Internet suffers from significant performance
problems due to a number of systemic issues including low
peering density in the region and a lack of local content.
However, prior proposals to address these issues (e.g., by
interconnecting IXPs [27, 68, 70, 92]) are not always realizable due to the prevailing external factors. We also
showed in §3 how naive approaches that do not take into
account prevailing socio-economic realities of the region
are infeasible in practice.
In this study, we first introduced an innovative framework that acknowledges the existence of geographical, political, and socio-economic realities that affect infrastructure design, and incorporates them as constraints in the
design problem. As an example, our proposed approach relies on available cables to minimize investments and make
its realization faster; it accounts for the presence of “secure” and “unsecured” countries in the region that dictate
how physical infrastructure should be established in order
to be feasible. A direct consequence of the implementation
of this framework would be that paths from one African
country to another, rather than traversing a different continent, are routed within Africa through an hierarchical
IXP substrate: ISP source – local IXP (– regional IXP
hub – local IXP) – ISP destination.
Next, we evaluated the proposed layout and quantified
the benefits using extensive simulations with C-BGP. Our
results show that our proposed solution doubles the percentage of continental intra-African paths, reduces their
lengths, and drastically decreases the median of their
RTTs as well as RTTs to ASes hosting top global and regional Alexa websites. Our evaluation demonstrates that
it is possible to obtain shorter AS paths and better performance than what we currently have, if local ISPs intensify
peering and content providers were to deploy caches at
the designated regional hubs. By doing so, we highlight
the potential for cross-border, sub-regional, and continental interconnection as opportunities that can be seized by
a partnership between the diverse actors.
Furthermore, we identified three options to realize
the proposed IXP infrastructure in 8.2.2, amongst which
stakeholders of each sub-region may select given their interests. The three options differ in terms of the key entity that would be responsible for moving traffic between
the IXPs. Finally, given the costs of fiber deployement
projects from 2011 to 2017 [44, 53, 65, 89], we estimated
the costs of inland fiber laying required to implement our
approach to vary between US$73.9 million and US$1.8 billion, and provided some initial suggestions for how this
cost could be supported.

The goal of this study was to mostly focus on the technical aspects of the feasibility of the IXPs interconnection
in the region. Investigating the sustainability IXP interconnection and investigating the feasibility of the proposed
alternatives involves complex economic analysis, which is
out of the scope of this paper. We leave a detailed analysis
for a future work that will be focused solely on the economics of IXP interconnection, and conclude the feasibility
study by providing a back-of-the-envelope cost estimate for
our proposed scheme. To setup the IXP interconnection,
new investments are only required in terrestrial fiber. In
Africa, inland fiber deployment costs are mostly a function of labour costs; other costs, e.g, permits, rights of
way, regulation, and whether the build is trans-national
or metro can also add to the cost. A per-km build cost
varies between US $6,109 and US $150,000, when all the
various factors are considered, given the costs of fiber laying projects in Africa from 2011 to 2017 [44, 53, 65, 89].
With this estimate, between US $73,9 million and US $1,8
billion may be spent in the establishment of the backbones
required for the framework (Table 1). Details on the computations are available in the technical report [32]. Almost
all (99%) of the budget corresponds to step-1, in which 27
countries are involved. According to the projection, the
total amount will be spent in step-1 and step-2. By the
time step-3 is performed, all needed physical links will already be deployed in the two first steps.
While a detailed analysis and discussion of how this
build-out cost should be supported is out of scope for this
paper, we provide a few initial suggestions next. ISPs
operating in the involved countries could carry the costs
corresponding to their countries, since this will allow their
networks to connect to the regional hub through the local
IXP. They may also be (technically, financially, or politically) supported by regional fiber networks (Liquid Telecom [55], SEACOM [87], MainOne [61], etc.), large content providers such as Google [38, 78], local governments,
Internet developmental institutions, or through regional
projects setup by the African Union. As for the costs of infrastructure operation, we suggest that ISPs on both sides
of each physical link share the operational costs based on
the amount of traffic they transport over the link [58, 59].
In the long run, stakeholders should consider making
the proposed infrastructure redundant to improve its robustness to outages [25]. The first step would be to complete the set of links between the regional hubs (recall that
the solution in step-3 is a spanning tree and thus does not
provide redundancy) so that it becomes a ring or a fullmesh for redundancy. Next, backup regional hubs could
be selected. Finally, IXPs in countries that become secure
18

Our proposed solution and obtained results may encourage stakeholders in other developing regions to consider similar infrastructure designs; however, we emphasize that our solution is based on numerous factors related
to the nature of the existing and developing African infrastructure that may not prevail in those regions. Performing
a similar analysis for other regions, while feasible, will require a careful consideration of the unique factors inherent
to those regions, significant domain knowledge about the
region, and focused data collection. As for our future work,
we are aware that there may be further socio-economic factors beyond the ones captured in this work that influence
connectivity in the African region. We plan to engage
further with stakeholders in the region to discover those
parameters and capture them in our framework. We also
plan to reach out to local ISPs in the African region to obtain traffic data to augment our C-BGP simulations. The
addition of traffic data promises to make the evaluation
of the proposed approach more insightful, as it will augment estimates of path length and RTT with estimates
of the traffic volume carried by those paths. Finally, including terrorist attacks and riots in the identification of
unsecured countries may eliminate countries that do not
appear safe but where companies are investing anyway, as
cables are extensively deployed within/at their borders or
their governments implement a policy environment that
attracts those investments. We plan to not account for
those two phenomena while identifying unsecured countries, and assess the impact of this methodological change
on the proposed interconnection scheme.
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